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About This Game
Wrap your way to bliss in Zen Bound 2, the unique down-tempo indie game! This is a different gaming experience: an
opportunity to slow down, zone out and focus on a task that’s challenging but not stressful, a set of gentle puzzles for the mind
and fingers to solve.
The goal of the game is to paint wooden sculptures by wrapping them in rope - a task that may sound simple but has surprising
complexity. Each of the levels presents a spatial puzzle that becomes obvious through inspection. Some levels feature paint
bombs that are helpful in covering complex areas of the object.
Zen Bound 2 is a calm and meditative gameplay experience, with tactile, dusty visuals and a sublime, enveloping soundtrack by
the sensational electronic artist ‘Ghost Monkey’.

Key features:
Multi-touch controls for object manipulation on Macs with multi-touch trackpads
Over 100 levels
Multiple gameplay modes with paint bombs
45-minute soundtrack from ‘Ghost Monkey’
Beautiful high definition visuals
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Relaxing game in which you must wrap rope around a wooden object, and as you do, paint is applied to the object. The
objective is to cover the entire object with paint, all while enjoying the wonderful environment the object is floating in.
- Beautiful graphics (fancy shaders, realistic lighting)
- Over 100 levels
- Relaxing & Challenging. Once you try this, you get bound to it.
I'd love to say it is relaxing, because it is to a certain point, but the truth is that some of the figures are... well...
can anyone help me finish Koncentration, please?
Anyway, the game is superb.
One of a kind.
. Over the wintry
forest, winds howl in rage
with no leaves to blow. A puzzle game that's both relaxing and challenging. A lovely distraction for a moment aside.
The goal; wrap the roap around the object to cover it in paint. The more you cover, the better your rating. The less rope you use,
the more challenging. But no clock, no pressure. Take your time. Enjoy.. Made my girlfriend interested in bondage. 10/10.
Beautiful game.. Exellent physics and graphics. Music is so relaxing.
Get this game if you want to chill out and just play something challenging but in such a way not stressful at all.
Amazing Japanese Zen puzzles, try it out.. It's fairly cheap :) 10/10
GET IT. Whether you're into shibari, knitting or inpaled wooden animal figures, you'll find your fix and spiritual fulfillment
right here.. Maybe some people don't like this game,because it's boring.
Once you understand what is ZEN,you'll feel like a brain yoga.. Game for when you don't know what you want to play or you
are seriously bored.
It is a relaxing game wich is almost like watching tv, you can be braindead and still find this entertaining.
I would recommend it since I got it for a dollar but I don't know if you will be just as happy if you pay more... The choice is up
to you!. Maybe some people don't like this game,because it's boring.
Once you understand what is ZEN,you'll feel like a brain yoga.
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Zen Bound 2 is a calming puzzle solving game revolving (heh heh) around wrapping objects in varying shapes in rope to cover
as much of the surface area as possible.
As a puzzler, the game isn't super. The game can't really be "worked out" in terms of puzzling your way through it, it's more of a
"try it until you win" sort of game. It must be said though, that the relaxation part of it is quite good.
It's one of the only games I know of to market itself as calming, and to elicit such a response so well. The only other game I can
think of really is Fez. The music is chill, light and ambient, and the sounds of the rope stretching and buckling, with paint pellets
popping, is rather enjoyable.
Myself, I wasn't a huge fan of the game, and eventually just wanted to get through it. I completed all 10 trees within 3 hours,
with 2-3 flowers on each level usually. The gimmick of the paint wrapping can get a bit tedious, but it's still a great game for
what it is; a calming experience, and not so much a puzzle-solver.
Nilesy. I've never been so frustrated and calm at the same time.. A game about wrapping rope around pieces of wood to cover
them in paint. It's pretty relaxing.. Not really relaxing, just... different in how it inspires your gaming vibes. After the initial
confusion (there's no tutorial, so on the first level I wasn't even sure what I was supposed to do), it kinda grows on you.
Kudos to the low-poly models with nice specular lights and realistic shaders. It reminds me of the work I used to do 15 years ago
with limited GPU power (this was before the DirectX 9 days). So, maybe not what I came for, but it felt nostalgic for me.
The soundtrack was very meh, though. Relaxing doesn't mean the music has to be boring.
Overall, an original, interesting game, but it could have been more.. Frustratingly annoying. It's supposed to be realxing zen, but
is actually quite stressing. For me at least. Mainly the problem is the controls. When playing with a mouse you are limited by the
cursors placement on the screen. So, when you are rotating and the cursor reaches the edge of the screen, you can not rotate
further. You have to release, move the cursor in, and click again. Also the rope behaves strangely. It sort of sticks to the model
and it can be frustrating to get it to release.
But the most annoying part that caused to to stop playing and ask for a refund, is accidentally ending the game on 98% and
having to start over if you want to reach 99%.. It manages to be relaxing without being boring.. Needs a bit practice to get used
to the controls and behaviour of the rope but then its realy nice.
The game is even better if you try to get perfection. 100% on a figure is sometimes realy tricky but so satisfying when you
solved it.. Possibly the sexiest game I own. Very relaxing and calming. Even if your mind can't handle a puzzle, the sound of the
rope tightening and the paint splatters is enough to justify buying it. Serously. It is fantastic. Seriously.
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